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Abstract—In the work that led to this paper, two plasma
experiments have been developed and added to the remote
laboratory e-lab. This was done using the e-lab framework which
is based on ReC (Remote experienced Control) and programmed
in Java.

The two apparatus developed were designed to address basic
processes regarding plasma physics: ”When is a plasma formed?”
- the Paschen Curve - and ”What are the plasma most basic
characteristics? ” - the Langmuir Probe.

In the Paschen Curve the conditions at which the transition
from gas to plasma occurs are studied by investigating the gas
breakdown DC voltage between two parallel electrode plates at
a certain distance as a function of pressure.

The Langmuir Probe is related to the electrical characteristic
measurement of a thin tungsten filament placed inside the plasma.
From the curve analysis one can extract the electron temperature
and density of the plasma.

Plasma experiments are difficult to maintain and normally
only a few European schools offer access to them and usually
only to their own students. By including these apparatus on the
e-lab network they become accessible to anyone in the internet
and opens the possibly to include them in future massive open
online courses.
Keywords: Remotely Controlled Experiments, Plasma
measurements, Langmuir Probe, Paschen Curve

I. INTRODUCTION

Plasmas are the fourth state of matter, by opposition to solid,
liquid and gaseous states. This implies that they have different
proprieties and specific characteristics, namely temperature,
density and conductivity. They are usually regarded as an
ionized gas. This suggests that, as with gases, pressure plays
a role and indeed the fact is that to be able to create a plasma
they usually have to be contained in a vessel and be held
at very low pressures compared with atmospheric pressure.
This introduces some of the difficulties to their study, namely
economical and technical.

Plasmas and its related technologies are immense, ranging
from illumination to micro-electronics and to various medical
applications. They have been around for the last few decades,
and, because of that, it is virtually impossible not to run across
them in our day-to-day life. Not only they reshape the way
we live our lives, they also present the most reliable solution
to the energy crisis. It is therefore expectable the increasing
importance of the study of this subject.

To address the afore mentioned problems it is proposed the
creation of remote plasma experiments. Taking this approach
will allow one single experiment to be available to a larger

group of people, and also, since it’s remote, to diminish the
complexity in the control due to that fact that a graphical user
interface (GUI) is used instead of manual control. Because of
it’s already established performance as a remote laboratory,
e-lab [1] was chosen by Fusenet [2] to host the experiments.

A. Controlled Laboratories

A remote controlled laboratory (RCL), as the name sug-
gests, provides remote control of real scientific experiments
over the Internet. Such a platform allows its user to:

1) select an experiment that the user (client) wants to run;
2) configure the experiment (parameters that the user can

change, e.g.: pressure);
3) visualize the experiment in real time (over a video

stream and/or real-time plotted results)
4) collect and visualize results from the experiment.
”e-lab” [1] is a RCL located at Instituto Superior Técnico

(IST) of Lisbon University. Using the e-lab platform, the user
will be able to set some parameters for the experiment, perform
the experiment, observe it in action and collect the data of
interest. This is done without the trouble of obtaining access
to a real laboratory. The bridge between the user and the
experiment is made by a software framework where the user
can configure, run, see in real-time, collect and visualize the
data from said experiment. All of its content is free and can
be accessed by anyone who has a computer with internet.
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Figure 1. Simplified block diagram of the e-lab network in its main
components

Since each experiment is done in a few minutes it’s pos-
sible, for example, to have an entire classroom of students



performing this experiment with different parameters in the
same day.

The e-lab platform is based on ReC (Remote experienced
Control) and programmed in Java. This is done in a generic
way facilitating the integration of new experiments and the
maintenance of new ones. This platform runs in a cloud
computing infrastructure managed by a cluster of computers
over a local network with distributed services.

Figure 1 shows a simplified diagram of the e-lab system.
A user connects to e-lab using the client, that runs locally
on the user’s computer, which, via the internet connection,
talks to the central ”multicast” server. This server relays the
communication from the client to a hardware server, which is
the software that makes the interface between e-lab and the
controlling hardware. This can be in the same computer cluster
as the multicast.

B. Remote Experiments

A remotely controlled experiment is an apparatus totally
automatised which can be managed remotely by using a
computer network. This allows a user to control it at distance.
In the case of e-lab adding an experiment means not only
adding the physical apparatus and its controlling hardware
but also the pieces of software that define the GUI and the
hardware server.

e-lab already has several experiments and with this work
two more were added, they are the ”Langmuir Probe” and the
”Paschen Curve” described further on.

1) Langmuir Probe: As stated, plasmas have different char-
acteristics from other states of matter and in order to measure
them many diagnostic tools have been developed. This exper-
iment allows a user to measure some of these characteristics
using an electrical probe, also known as Langmuir Probe [3].
This is one of the most simple methods of plasma diagnostics.
It consists of a thin filament made of conductive material,
placed inside the plasma, which either attracts or repels the
electrons in the plasma according to its biasing. Measuring
the probe I-V characteristic, that is, the relationship between
the biasing voltage and the respective current going trough it,
one can extrapolate the electron temperature and density of
the plasma.

Langmuir probes are widely regarded as the most common
low temperature plasma diagnostic due to their very simple
construction and geometry. The application of these probes is
very wide from industrial plasmas to fusion plasmas where
they are used to study plasma edge. Therefore they are an
unavoidable subject in any plasma physics course.

While the experimental apparatus doesn’t differ much be-
tween institutions there is one big difference in how the plasma
is generated which in turn affects the ionization fraction. The
most simple and inexpensive apparatus use AC discharge,
like that which is used in light bulbs, while other more
expensive solutions can be used like a high voltage DC
discharge, electron beam gun or even microwave injection
which lead respectively to better ionized plasmas. Regardless

of the plasma generations most devices consist of a controlled
low-pressure chamber with a probe where:

• the pressure can be controlled with help of a gas injection
and vacuum pump and monitored using a pressure gauge,

• the biasing voltage of the probe can be imposed using a
voltage source while the current and voltage at the probe
can be measured with a multimeter or an oscilloscope.

After the plasma is generated a voltage sweep is performed
on the Langmuir probe thus allowing the determination of its
electrical characteristic. The experimental protocol for the e-
lab Langmuir Probe allows to do this but in a remote way.

2) Paschen Curve: Being a different state of matter, there
must be conditions at which a gaseous material progresses
into plasma state. This experiment explores the conditions
at which this transition occurs for a gas by studying the
breakdown voltage, that is the voltage at which the plasma
is formed, between parallel plates as a function of pressure
and the distance between plates. Since the plasma is a good
conductor, as opposed to the gas, it is fairly easy to verify this
transition by watching the current drawn from power supply.

The experimental apparatus used isn’t very different from
that which was used originally by Paschen, Townsend or the
manual operation of our device described later. It consists of
a controlled pressure chamber with parallel electrode plates
where:

• the pressure can be controlled with help of a gas injection
and vacuum pump,

• the distance between electrodes can be altered via a
manipulator,

• the voltage across the electrodes can be imposed using a
DC voltage source,

• the pressure, the distance and the voltage can be mon-
itored using a pressure gauge, a ruler and a voltmeter,
respectively.

Depending on the apparatus either the users make either a
pressure or a distance sweep in which at regular intervals the
breakdown voltage is checked by raising the voltage across
the electrodes until the state transition occurs.

II. RCL CONTEXT

Experimental laboratory courses play a determining part
in scientific education and the evolution of computer aided
instrumentation has led to a significant change on how those
courses are lectured. Where previously one could only re-
inforce the information of a course by means of a hands-
on laboratory, currently that is no longer the case due to
the existence of remote laboratories, which dislocate the user
from the location of the experimental apparatus, or due to
simulated laboratories, that completely disconnect the user
from the real world. Consequently, there is a ongoing long-
running discussion regarding the effectiveness of these new
types of laboratories. Throughout literature, some conclusions
and evaluations have been made [4].

All the experiments performed are mediated by the elements
of measurement and most of these measurement devices are



already electrical in nature and often require a computer or
any other form of digital interface to output their results.
In such a case the interactivity of the experiment is highly
compromised and it is arguable if the local presence of the
student is necessary or not, clearly showing that there is no
difference between such an experiment done in a lab and done
in a remote laboratory. This format of a computer mediated
hands-on lab has been shown to be useful [5] [6]. These studies
suggest that technology used, hands-on or computer mediated
doesn’t matter as long it suits the theme being discussed and
how appropriately it suits each situation.

The effectiveness of labwork appears to be correlated to how
these experiments are related to their real-world counterpart [7]
[8]. Therefore a conclusion can be extracted that hands-on ex-
periments drive the capacity to not only perform experiments
but also to design them while the remote laboratories are better
to enhance the focus on the underlying concept driving the
experiment.

One final remark that should be made: attention should
be drawn to the fact that the above discussion is taken the
possibility that students, or even teaching institutions, have
unlimited access to both types of laboratories. That is not
true, often is the case that schools might not have the budget
to acquire their own versions of the experimental apparatus
required to perform these activities, while on the other hand,
access to computers and an internet connection has been made
increasingly easy, thus driving the development of remote
laboratories.

III. PRESENT WORLDWIDE IMPLEMENTATIONS

That there are plenty of remote laboratories. However one
will quickly notice that most providers of such services are
actually not remote laboratories but repositories of links to
smaller laboratories [9], which raises attention to the problem
that although there are plenty of these labs they often have
one or two experiments thus making the hard work of setting
up a remote laboratory infrastructure useless.

There are however 3 main providers of such services that
make full use of their infrastructure, adding more that just a
couple of experiments to their collection. This is the iLab[10]
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the UNED
Labs[11] from the Universidad Nacional de Educación a
Distancia and finally the e-lab[1] from IST.

All these remote laboratories provides a complementary
website (usually a wiki) which briefly explains the experi-
ment’s concepts and the experimental protocol that should be
followed in order to do the activity. The extent of detail and
quality of these texts varies from experiment to experiment
and the format varies from lab to lab.

Although the iLab claims to have countless experiments
available most of them are closed and only available to
students from certain courses in the university, rendering the
availability of these experiments to a very small group and
questioning the necessity for a remote laboratory. Something
similar happens with the second one, which has a much
smaller selection of remote experiments which are also only

available to the students of this university, thus having only
open to all public a virtual counterpart of these experiments.
Finally there is e-lab, which has exclusively remote exper-
iments and gives access to these experiments to everyone,
regardless of their knowledge or affiliation to the hosting
university.

Because e-lab is the only remote laboratory with a variety of
experiments already available with open access it was decided
to use this infrastructure for the new experiments in this work.

It is also worth to mention that, regarding the subject of
plasma physics there simple are no remotely controlled exper-
iments reported in the literature which are in any way similar
to those that are being added in this work, or any that allow
students to test fundamental plasma physics. However there
is no novelty in automatizing a plasma physics experiments,
since most of them are already mostly mediated by computers.
This is specially true for the big fusion experiments which due
to complexity must rely on automation and remote control.

IV. E-LAB SUPPORTING NETWORK

Underlying to the e-lab’s infrastructure there is a set of
servers, linked together into a network, supporting the e-lab
framework. All the experiments are connected to this network
and all the services available on-line run in these servers.
This network mainly consists on five types of servers: the
Production server, the Pre-production server, the Multicast
servers, the Glassfish application server and the Media Center.

The Production server handles all the applications released
for public access while the Pre-production supports all de-
velopment and testing activities. The structure of these two
servers is similar allowing for an easy migration from Pre-
production to Production. These are the servers where the
Hardware Server process runs and these are the computers
to which the experiments are physically connected.

The Multicast servers deal with the connection between
the Client software and the Hardware Servers. It is also in
this servers that the experiments are grouped into laboratories.
Therefore to each laboratory there is one Multicast server.

The Glassfish application server which is where the e-lab
rec.web java application is deployed and thus made available
to the public. This is the server that allows a user to access
and download the Client software.

Finally there’s the e-lab Media Center which is a server that
deals with the video streaming for all experiments.

Using a private intranet allows the intercommunication
of the cluster’s computers without exposure to the outside
networks. This is done using the CORBA/IIOP protocol. IST
grants gigabit access to the Géant infrastructure, which is the
pan-European research and education network that intercon-
nects Europe’s National Research and Education Networks
(NRENs).

V. LANGMUIR PROBE

A. Langmuir Probe’s experimental apparatus

The experimental apparatus can be summarized into the
diagram of figure 2. We have a central chamber, in which all



the events will occur and a array of actuators to establish the
parameters inside the chamber. Outside there is a dspicnode
board using its peripherals to control the actuators.
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Figure 2. Diagram of the Langmuir Probe experiment

Connected to the main chamber we have both the Gas
Injection System and a Vacuum Pump to achieve the necessary
pressure conditions. The Gas Injection System has a flow
valve but the pump has only a switch valve. At the bottom
of the chamber there is a modified ion gauge head from
Edwards Vacuum that has a set of filaments. Two of them,
the thicker ones, are connected to a high voltage (HV) radio
frequency (RF) generator that creates the discharge to generate
the plasma inside the chamber. The other two filaments, the
thinner one and the coil, are used as Langmuir Probe and
as ground, respectively. To measure the pressure inside the
chamber a Pirani Gauge is used and it is constantly monitored
by the board. This controls the vacuum quality and the gas. To
function, the Langmuir probe needs a bias voltage sweeping
which will be generated by one of the board’s PWM and
additional circuitry.

To measure the the probe characteristic we use the board
ADC and the correct electronics to provide offset adjustments
and signal filtering.

The mechanical system for the experiment can be summa-
rized in the diagram of the figure 3.

B. Control and data acquisition hardware

Most experiments in e-lab, including this one, use a dspic-
node controller board. Connected to this board is an auxiliary
board that expands its capabilities.

The dspicnode control and data acquisition board is a
generic controller based on a dsPIC30F4011 for simple general
purposes applications, allowing fast development times as it
is C programmable. It is also suitable for real-time control
or data acquisition. It’s built in the Eurocard format, with
100mm × 160mm in size featuring a DIN96 connector on
one of the ends. The board includes:

• a 30 MIPS dsPIC30F4011 microprocessor [12] (which
has a 24K instructions program memory, 2KB of ram
memory and an 1KB EEPROM memory);

Figure 3. Mechanical System Diagram for the Langmuir Probe experiment

• multiple interfaces and communication ports (Optical,
CAN, RS485, RS232, I2C, SPI and RJ11);

• IO pins (8 power pull-down, 6 analog inputs and 31
general purpose digital IO);

• a 7, 3728MHZ crystal for microprocessor clock with
multiple PLL factors (4×, 8× and 16×).

It needs a 9V DC power supply and features both a 5V DC
regulated output as well as access to the unregulated input.

1) Relay Control and Flow Valve Control: To operate the
relays that control the power supply to the devices such as
the vacuum pump or the switch valves, a simple pull down
transistor configuration is used. Due to the power involved we
use Darlingtons already in use in the standard control board.
Connected to the base is a IO pin, from the dsPIC, in output
mode. To avoid damaging transitions a capacitor is placed in
parallel with the solenoid from the relay. Also to protect the
solenoid a diode is also placed in parallel.

To operate the solenoid that controls the opening of flow
valve we use a similar topology to the one before. However
instead of a simple output we use the Output Compare (OC)
peripheral to generate a simple pulse width modulated signal
(PWM). Filtering this signal we can control the voltage applied
to the solenoid by varying the signal duty cycle.

2) Voltage Measurement: In this experiment we use the
10-bit ADC from the PIC to measure the probe characteristic.
Since it uses a 5V regulated supply as reference we must make
sure the place where we measure has the biggest excursion
possible, to provide the biggest precision possible, giving the
ADC used.

To do that in the voltage measurement we simply place
a voltage divider at the transformer output. This was done
taking into account the fact that the level of noise is much
smaller than the signal. Another source was introduced in a
voltage adder configuration to offset the signal by 2.5V which
corresponds to half the reference signal to the ADC. This



allows the measurement of both positive and negative bias
of the probe. The following circuit was designed to do this.

3) Current Measurement: As said before we use the ADC
from the PIC to measure the probe characteristic. The collected
current from the probe is a very small signal, some hundreds
of micro-amperes in the best cases. On top of this signal we
have the 50kHz discharge used to create the plasma as well
as the 50Hz from the surroundings making this a noisy line.
Therefore to be able to measure it special conditioning has to
be taken into account. The main source for the 50Hz noise
is the pickup made by the cables that connect the experiment
to the electronic instrumentation. Since this frequency is in
the range of the signal we want to measure it was opted not
to introduce a filter as it would mean a further reduction of
the allowed band for the sweeping signal. Instead to shield
from this a coaxial cable was used for return signal with the
outside of the cable connected to the ground. Furthermore a
capacitor of 100nF is placed from the probe to the reference
on the probe side to avoid capacitive couplings. Finally a 3rd
order low pass filter is placed. This filter has a pole at 2kHz
and has two stages: the first is a 2nd order Sallen-key with
a small gain and the second is a first order filter with higher
gain. The overall gain is of about 23.7dB. For the same reason
as in the voltage measurement the filters also have an offset
however in this case of only 1.4V. This introduces a necessary
asymmetry to compensate for the exponential behaviour of the
characteristic.

C. Graphical User Interface

The GUI for this experiment was done following the e-lab
default strategy described in [13]. There is a configuration
window that allows the user to design the experiment by
selecting the values for a variety of relevant parameters for
the experiment.

Figure 4. e-lab GUI in configuration mode for the Langmuir Probe
experiment. In this screen the user can configure all the parameters the
experiment

In this particular case, seen in figure 4, the user can set:
1) the amplitude and the period of the plasma sweeping

signal,
2) the number of periods for the sweeping signal,

3) the number of data points per period,
4) the pump down pressure and the working pressure,
5) the gas inside the vessel;

Figure 5. e-lab GUI in result mode displaying the parameters’ evolution
along time.

The maximum number of points a user can choose is limited
by the period of the sweeping signal, if the period is too
small there isn’t enough time to acquire many data points.
To allow mixing of two different gases the pumping down of
the pressure is done in the beginning of the experiment. The
working pressure is final one after the chamber is filled with
gas and at which the experiment will run. For obvious reasons,
the pressure at which the experiment is done has to be higher
than that until which it’s pumped down to. Despite the fact that
a default configuration is available, it is highly recommended
that the user explores the experiment by himself.

Figure 6. e-lab GUI in result mode displaying electrical characteristic of the
probe.

Since both the gas injection and the vacuum pumping takes
a long time, although the voltage and current are set to zero,
the user can see the updates in pressure such that he can follow
what is happening inside the chamber.

While the experiment is running, the client displays data
from the experiment similar to what can be seen in figure 5.



And in order for the user to be able to analyse it the data can
also be displayed in the electrical characteristic form as seen
in figure 6.

For this experiment the user gets current and voltage at the
Langmuir Probe and the pressure measured by the pressure
gauge. After the pressure is set inside the chamber, and it
becomes constant, it is artificially setted to zero because
there is not enough time to get the value from the pressure
gauge while generating the sweeping signal and performing
the data acquisition. After a brief transitional period the signal
goes into the normal triangular sweeping signal which is the
relevant part for the data analysis. After the experiment is over
the pressure is measured again in order to assure the user that it
has remained constant throughout the whole experiment after
which the experiment is over.

All this data can be seen in table format that can be saved
and exported for further analysis. Finally, the user can also
see the video feed of the webcam pointed at the experiment
in the top right corner of the GUI which, if double clicked,
can go to full-screen mode.

D. Generic Driver

The communication between the Hardware Server and the
dspicnode board are made using a protocol designated ReC
Generic Driver [14]. It’s based on a state-machine which
allows re-using the same driver without the need to develop
a different one for each hardware. The implementation of this
protocol consists of two parts. One that integrates within the
hardware server, is written in Java and was developed by
Linkare [15]. The other must be implemented on the hardware
and, in the case of the dspicnode, is written in C and was de-
veloped within e-lab [14]. However since the communication
protocol differs for each specific hardware they are defined for
each experiment in a XML (eXtensible Markup Language) file.
Thus the deployment of a new hardware only requires creating
a new XML configuration file. In this file all the elements of
the communication protocol are defined.

VI. PASCHEN CURVE

A. Paschen Curve’s experimental apparatus

The experimental apparatus consists of a main reaction
chamber in which the variable distance electrodes are hori-
zontally embedded and connected to a DC power supply. In
the rear is a port connecting to the turbo-molecular vacuum
pump whose opening can be controlled via a on-off valve.

On the top a connection is made to the gas feeding line,
in this case Argon was used. Its flow can be controlled via a
electro-pneumatic needle valve. To measure the pressure inside
the chamber a pressure gauges is used. There is a window in
the front panel to allow a webcam to see inside the chamber.

Directly acting on the power supply and the flow valve is
a TUeDACS PicoGiant [16]. This board has two 16-bit DACs
that can go up to 15 Volt. One of the channels is used to
control the 0 to 2000 volt power supply and the other is used
to control the opening of the flow valve. There is also one
digital channel connected to the pneumatic valve that gives
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Figure 7. Block diagram of the Paschen Curve experiment

access to the vacuum pump, thus allowing control over the
pump. The voltage and current given by the power supply are
acquired by the ADCs from the PicoGiant. The PicoGiant is
then connected and controlled by a computer. This computer
also interfaces directly with the pressure gage controller to get
the data. All these connections are represented in the diagram
from figure 7.

The hardware driver running on the computer will be
constantly listening for commands from the e-lab server. If a
certain configuration for the experiment passes the validation
tests the driver will first close the line to the vacuum pump and
then will attempt to raise the pressure by opening the valve for
the selected amount. After 10 seconds it closes the valve and
it begins to raise the voltage between the electrodes until the
desired initial point is reached. The voltage has to checked
because the voltage source has a high settling time and for
high voltages it might take a couple hundred of milliseconds
to reach the desired initial voltage.

Figure 8. Mechanical System Diagram for the Paschen Curve experiment

The voltage is increased until it reaches the final voltage.
Every time the voltage is increased the voltage, current and
pressure are measured and reported to the central server which
in turn gives it to the client.



The mechanical system for the experiment can be summa-
rized in the diagram of the figure 8. This experiment has been
designed to be operable in both manual and remote mode.

B. Control Board

The PicoGiant [16] board is a multi-purpose low-end rapid
prototyping data acquisition interface specifically designed for
use in real-time closed-loop motion control systems. It’s built
in the Eurocard format, with 100mm × 100mm in size. It
requires a 12V DC power supply. The board includes:

• 8 analog input channels with 12-bit resolution and
programmable-gain amplifiers;

• 2 analog output channels with 16-bit resolution;
• 16-bit general purpose I/O port;
• 32-bit Output Compare;
• 32-bit Preset Scaler;
• Stepper Motor Controller;
• Programmable Clock;
The PicoGiant is the main actuator of this experiment since

it plays a role similar to the dsPic board on the Langmuir Probe
experiment. However this device doesn’t have a processor so,
in order to control the experiment, a ”master” device has to
continuously tell the PicoGiant what to do. Since e-lab runs
on java the natural option was to create an interface between
java and the already available native controlling libraries, the
TUeDACS API. This implies that the computer running the
hardware driver will talk to another program, designated the
”Data Producer” which in turn tells the PicoGiant what to
do. The interface between java and the native libraries is
done using the Java Native Access (JNA), and in order to
bridge the native libraries one must only create a java interface
extending the Library interface defined in JNA. Afterwards all
the functions provided in by our library should be defined.

In order to control the PicoGiant (or any other TUeDACS
device) two libraries are needed, the tdIo and the tdApi. The
first one controls the communication with the device itself
while the second provides access to the board peripherals. To
properly control the board one must first open communications
with it and then it should be configured. After this one can
use all the functions that control the peripherals and in the end
the communications with the board should be closed.

The automation of this experiment was done in a way
very similar to what was done with the Langmuir experiment
but using the PicoGiant board peripherals. The Voltage and
Current was measured using the ADC’s, the voltage ramp was
done using a amplified signal from a DAC while the switching
of valves was done using IO’s connected to a relay.

C. Graphical User Interface

Once again the GUI was conceived according to [13].
This allows the configuration of the parameters that define
the experiment. For dynamic quantities the user can define
their sweeping range, by setting the initial and final values
as well as the step by which they are increased. In case of
case o constant parameters their static value throughout the
experiment is chosen.

Figure 9. e-lab GUI in configuration mode for the Paschen Curve experiment.
In this screen the user can configure the voltage sweep and the pressure in
the chamber for the experiment

In this particular case, the user can select the sweeping range
for the voltage source and the opening of the gas valve, as seen
in figure 9. The configuration of the voltage sweep is such that
it can either have a large but coarse range or a smaller but
finer range, thus allowing for a quick experiment or a precise
measurement. In other words, there is a maximum limit to the
number of points, such that the experiment doesn’t take too
long. Despite the fact that a default configuration is available,
it is highly recommended that the user explores the experiment
by himself.

Figure 10. e-lab GUI in result mode showing the graphics of the temporal
evolution of the quantities measured from the experiment

Unfortunately, although the distance between plates is also
a parameter for the experiment, the setup doesn’t support
automated motion of the plates (as they can only be moved
manually) so this distance is fixed. It is therefore requested to
the users in the manual mode that the leave the apparatus with
a 4.5mm electrode gap.

While the experiment is running, the client displays data



from the experiment in order for the user to be able to analyse
it, similar to what can be seen in figure 10. For this experiment
the user gets the current and voltage given by the power supply
and the pressure measured by the pressure gauge. After the
pressure reaches the setted value and it becomes constant the
ramp in the voltage starts. If breakdown is reached a clear
transition from zero to maximum current can be seen in the
current graph.

Finally, after the voltage sweep, both current and voltage
are set to zero and the gas is pumped from the chamber until
it reaches a value lower than 0.5mBar at which point the
experiment is over.

Again this data can be seen in form of a table and the user
can also see the video feed of the webcam.

D. Custom Driver

The communication between the Hardware Server and the
PicoGiant board could not be made using the ReC Generic
Driver, as there is no way to incorporate its state machine
into the device. Therefore in an attempt to maintain as much
as possible the already available protocol a custom piece of
code was written. Because of that the implementation of the
protocol still consists in two parts. One is written in Java that
integrates within the hardware server and was developed by
Linkare [15] and the other is the ”Data Producer” which takes
the place of the hardware driver. Although this class was well
documented and done in such a way that any future contributor
might use it to add a new experiment it does not done feature
a full compatability with the XML configuration files. So not
only this class talks with the PicoGiant but also talks with
another independent hardware, the TPG 262 pressure gauge
controller which talks via RS232 and cannot be connected to
the board as was done with the other experiment.

VII. EXPERIMENT OPERATION

A. Langmuir Probe

1) Introduction: Plasmas have different characteristics from
other states of matter, and in order to measure them many
diagnostic tools have been developed. This experiment allows
the user to measure some of these characteristics using one of
the most simple methods, the Langmuir Probe [3]. This probe
consists of a thin filament made of conductive material, placed
inside the plasma, which either attracts or repels the electrons
in the plasma according to its biasing. Measuring the probe
I-V characteristic, that is, the relationship between the biasing
voltage and the respective current going trough the probe, one
can extrapolate the electron temperature and density of the
plasma.

When the probe is electrically isolated (floating), a plasma
sheath is formed in the interface between the plasma and the
probe. To compensate for the higher mobility of the electrons,
the probe will attain a floating potential,Vf , negative with
respect to the plasma potential, Vp. The density at the sheath
entrance is roughly half of the density away from the probe
[17].

The probe voltage, Vs, has been changed with respect to the
ground set by the winding filament using a variable voltage
source. If the biasing of the probe, compared to the plasma is
negative enough all the electrons will be repelled and the ion
flux to the probe is independent of the potential applied. In a
totally ionized plasma, this ion saturation current is described
by the following expression:

i+sat = j+satAs ≈
1

2
e n cs As (1)

Where (i) j+sat is the current density, (ii) As is the contact
surface of the probe, (iii) e is the electron charge, (iv) n is the
ion density in the plasma, (v) cs is the ion sound speed.

If we bias the probe positively, the voltage drop in the
sheath is reduced and electrons will be able to reach the probe.
Taking a Maxwell distribution for the speed of the electrons,
the relation between current and tension will become:

i = i+sat

(
1− e

e
kTe

(Vs−Vf )
)

(2)

Where Te is the electron temperature. This expression
assumes that there is only one probe and that it is non-
perturbative.

2) Data Analysis: When the user activates the experiment
and the pressure is set, a triangular signal is established, and
the ADC is used to get the signal at the probe. The software
client delivers the values in the GUI of the voltage and current.
It also prints the pressure before and after the experiment,
during the experiment there is not enough band width to also
get the pressure from the gauge, so the client prints 0, as can
be seen in figure 5. After the selection of relevant data the
plot of the points will look like the one shown in figure 6.

Figure 11. Fit to probe electrical characteristic, equation 2

After the proper data conditioning the experimental data has
to be adjusted to the equation 2 as seen in figure 11. From the
fit Te can be extracted as well as the ion saturation current,
i+sat and the floating potential Vf .

By knowing the area of the probe and the plasma speed of
sound, one can determine the electron density in the plasma.

Since cs =

√
kTe

M
, and knowing the fact that the probe is

10mm and has a diameter of 0.2mm we can use the equation
1 to determine the density.



B. Paschen Curve

1) Introduction: The state of matter transition from gas into
plasma is investigated in this experiment, allowing the study
of the Paschen’s law. This is done by means of an apparatus
similar to that used by Paschen in which a voltage is applied
to two parallel electrodes surrounded by low pressure gas. The
breakdown voltage is determined as a function of pressure and
distance separating the two plates.

The breakdown phenomenon can be interpreted as a chain
reaction where one charged particle collides with a neutral and
generates an extra charged particle. If this collision process has
a net gain, then there will be a discharge across the electrodes,
otherwise the process will decay and the ionization will stop.
It is therefore required that energy of the impacting particle
exceeds the ionization energy of the neutral particle as well as
enough such that there is no recombination and this is both a
function of the gas pressure and the plates distance.

In order to intuitively understand the phenomena, one can
break it down into two scenarios which illustrate the depen-
dencies of the two variables of the experiment. This is done by
keeping one of the variables constant while the other varies
and dividing the curve in two regions left and right to its
minimum.

Maintaining a constant distance between plates and going
from low to a high pressure, the voltage necessary to arc
decreases up to a point, the minimum, as the pressure is
reduced. This can be pictured as a situation in which there
are not enough particles to carry the chain process since the
mean free path of these particles is smaller than the distance
between two of them. The breakdown voltage then increases,
greatly exceeding its original value. In the previous picture,
we now have an abundance of particles and the process cannot
progress any further because the distance between collisions
is so small that the energy picked up by the electrons isn’t
enough to sustain the ionization process.

On the other hand, one can maintain a constant pressure.
In which case it can also be found that the voltage needed to
cause an arc reduces proportionality with a decrease in the gap
size, but only up to a point. As the gap is reduced further, the
required voltage begins to rise and again, exceeding its original
value. The same intuitive picture can be used to describe these
situations, a small gap doesn’t allow the particle collide many
times before it hits the electrode and a big gap might make it
so that the energy picked up the particle’s mean free path is
not enough to ionize.

It can be shown [18], using the model for a chain reaction,
that the breakdown voltage for given conditions is described
by the equation:

V =
a.pd

ln(pd) + b
(3)

Where (i) V is the breakdown voltage, (ii) p is the pressure,
and (iii) d is the gap distance. The constants (iv) a and (v) b
depend upon the composition of the gas.

Although physically correct this equation has to be modified
to allow for systematic errors in the distance or pressure
measurements by the introduction of the c offset:

V =
a(pd+ c)

ln(pd+ c) + b
(4)

2) Data Analysis: The data from one experiment gives only
one point, so the experiment should be repeated multiple times
for different pressures. As with the other e-lab experiment,
when the user activates the experiment and the pressure is set,
a voltage ramp starts sweeping the electrodes, and the ADC is
used to get both current and voltage applied to the electrodes.
The software client prints the values in the interface of the
voltage, current and pressure during the whole experiment.
After that the user will be able to see a clear transition from 0
to saturation in the current graph. The corresponding point in
the voltage is the breakdown for that pressure. After gathering
the points for many different pressures the user will have a
data set similar to the one displayed in figure 12.

Figure 12. Fit to the Paschen’s law, equation 3

From the fit a and b can be extracted, which can allow the
determination of the gas inside the chamber. While a value
different of zero for c gives evidence for a systematic error
in measurement. By differentiating the equation 4 one can
determine the optimal conditions at which the transition from
gas to plasma occurs. This happens at pd = exp(1 − b) − c
with a breakdown voltage of Vb = a. exp(1− b).

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The remote laboratory e-lab hosts many experiments with
different degrees of difficulty. In the work developed for this
thesis two experiments, the Langmuir Probe and the Paschen
Curve, were successfully added to the advanced laboratory on
e-lab.

The Langmuir Probe experiment gives data regarding the
sweeping voltage that changes the bias of the probe and it’s
respective current, thus allowing for the construction of the
electrical characteristic of the probe. It also gives information
regarding the pressure inside the vessel which in conjunction



with a deep analysis of the probe’s characteristic gives in-
formation on many plasma parameters, namely the electron
temperature and the plasma density, both of which are essential
to characterise the plasma. A system was devised to switch or
mix 3 different gases inside the chamber allowing for a variety
of configurations.

The Paschen Curve experiment gives data regarding pres-
sure, voltage and current during the evolution of the experi-
ment allowing the user to determine at which point breakdown
is achieved. Successive experiments with different pressures
allows the user to get the Paschen Curve, the relation between
the breakdown voltage and, in this case, the pressure inside the
vessel. The experiment was used in classroom environment, in
which the students, after a lecture on the subject and on how
to use the experiment were able to obtain successful results.

Due to financial constrains, there was no way to acquire
a positioner for the Langmuir Probe, which would allow a
density profiles study along the central axis. This would allow
an advanced protocol where plasma density axial fading could
be measured.

Due to mechanical constrains, there is no way to au-
tomatically control the distance between the electrodes in
the Paschen Curve. This could be surpassed by a stepper
motor coupled with the central shaft allowing a complete 2D
mapping of voltage and pressure ranges. Moreover it will
introduce a reliable way to measure accurately the distance
between electrodes.

Comparison should be drawn between the two systems used
to control the experiments. On one hand there is the typical
e-lab board, the dspicnode on the other is the PicoGiant board.
In the end both are devices suited for controlling remote
experiments. However the dspicnode provides a less expensive
and more versatile device while the PicoGiant provides higher
speed but requiring a much more expensive setup (as it needs
a computer to control it as well as components external to the
board). Therefore the balance should be achieved between the
requirements and the budget.

Currently, both the server and the computer cloud that runs
the driver are in the same room. However the introduction
of the Paschen Curve experiment, located in Eindhoven, has
allowed the test of e-lab distributed capabilities. As a matter
of fact, until now all of the e-lab apparatus and their hardware
drivers were within the same intranet. But in this case the
server is at IST in Portugal while the experiment is at the
PlasmaLab at TU/e in the Netherlands. This opens the possi-
bility for an experiment to be added from anywhere to e-lab

without the need to set up a new server on-site, demonstrating
the full capabilities of the e-lab framework.
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